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DAYTON, Ohio, September 26, 1973 ._- Traditionai and contemporary
I

expressions of Christianity rest side by Side at the University ot

~yton

in the sculpture of The Omega Point and that of the Blessed Virgin.
Although the two pieces of sculpture are some 100

yar~

apart, from

certain angles they appear to be part of the same tableau.
It was not planned that way, according to the Rev. Henry C. Setter,
creater of The Omega Point which he calls a sculptural metaphor of the
Twentieth century.
Rev. Setter's inspiration for the sculpture came from Teilhard de
Chardin, a French Jesuit who developed a theory of evolution radicall¥
different from Darwin.

to Chardin evolution was not random, but

growth and a striving tor perfection that was represented by the
ome.P.......-"r point--the ultimate end.

The omega point, chardin' argued, was

~t.

The statue of the Blessed Virgin was erected in 1904 at the
celebration of the 50th anniversary of the proclamation of the dogma
of the

~culate

~rection
~.,'.

reported:

Conception.

Students collected nearly $3,000 for the

of the monument to The Virgin.

A campus magazine of the period

"It was made known to the students that the pupils alone

were to be entrusted with the ra.ising of available funds."
Rev. setter, a Mariani'st priest, sees his art in the serVice of j.
religion.

"When an artist feels hidebound by a traditional iconography,

he may desire an evol ution of metaphors ••. A sculptural metaphor of
...

the 20th century. may be called a reaction to earlier imagery, but thiS
need not imply a rejection of its prototypes."

-30.

